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The Bulletin wishes to thank Dr. Albert P. Crary atd Mr. Philip
M. Smith for their articles which appear in this issue d beginning on
pages 3 and 9.

Me,terial for other sections of this issue was drawn from radio
messages; the folder "Information for the Press, United States Ant.-
arctic Research Program 1961 11 , prepared by the Pubito Information
Office of the National Science Founda.tiori; United States Atomic
Energy Commission News ReleaBe .C-155, "AEC. to Negotiate Contract with
the Martin Company to Supply Packaged Nuclear Power Plantfor Ant-
arctica"; information provided by the Commanding Officer, Antarctic
Support Activities, Detao1ment ALFA; and other sources.

This issue of the Bulletin ôovers no activities or evants after 10
October 1960.
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On the morning of 4 October (at &T 54, local time), "Phoenix", the R7V1
Super Constellation of Air Development Squadron SL (VX.-6), touched down on
the 75OC'foot ice runway at NAF, .1ciJurdo Sound. As he stepped down from his
aircraft, Rear Admiral David Ii, Tyree, USN, opened the summer operating season
of DEEP FREEZE 61. The program for which the planning and the preparation had
begun so long before was now to be carried out.

The initial movement of cargo and materials began in June. On the 29th,
the commercial vessel 55 Port Lincoln left Davisville, Rhode Island, witli
equipment and materials needed: by VX.-6 for early season air operations. A
month later, the first flights began. On 27 and 29 July, Task Force 43,
VX-6, and Air Force personnel and cargo departed Quonset Point for Christchurch.
A series of iilitary Air Transport Service flights has followed, and now many
of the scientists and support personnel have reached New Zealand.

Activity on the ice began in August. The airstrip on UcHurdo Sound's
ice was begun and the first flights made before the sun had risen. Through-
out the month that followed .these initial activities, storms frequently
erased the efforts of the SeaBees,

On 9 September, USS VJILIiOITE (DER-397) left PAl Harbor. Arriving in
Dunedin, she paused only long enough to replenish fuel and provisions before
moving to her ocean station at 60° South latitude, 170° East longitude. Stop-
ping at Campbell Island enrou-te, she reached her post on 29 September, pre-
pared to spend the next month guiding aircraft between Christchurch and the ioe

Admiral Tyree departed Vlashing-ton on 10 September. Arriving in Christ-
church on the 15th, he shifted his flag and his administrative office from
permanent headquarters at Vlashington to advance headquarters at Christchurch's
Harewood Aerodrcme,

The initial flight to ioiiurdo Sound was scheduled for 30 September, but
storms and drifting snow delayed it for forty-eight, and then an additional
twenty-four, hours. Finally on 3 October, Lieutenant Commander Darold L.
Reokling, USN, lifted the four-engine R7V from the Christchurch aUport and
nine hours later, made the GCA approach to the ice runway.

Several hours later, the first of Lieutenant Colonel Foy B. frost's Air
Force Globemasters landed, This plane was followed by a VX-6 P2V-7. The
R7V-1 and the 0-124 then loaded mail and cargo and returned to Christohurob.

After these flights had departed for Christchurch, weather conditions



deteriorated and flights to the ice were delayed. On 9 October, after several
days of communications blackout, preventing forecasts of weather on the 2400-
mile air route, flights resumed and in the days that followed, Air Force and
Navy aircraft flew to the Licliurdo air facility to begin their missions for
DEEP FREEZE 610

FIRST "ON THE ICE" AIR OPERATIONS

Although the arrival of VXq.6 1 S R7V-1 Super Constellation at NAP UcLiurdo
Sound marked the beginning of the DEEP FREEZE  61 operating season, this 1ight
occurred almost six weeks after the first flights by the members of VX-61s
Detachment ALFA, 'which had wintered at the Hut Point station.

On 16 August at 1500 (local time) Lieutenant Dale E. Barok, USN, lifted
the HUS-1A helicopter "City of Olympia" from its pad for a one-half hour famil-
iarization flight. LT Barok's flight carried him to 8000 feet, where he saw
the rising sun three days before it would make its official appearance at the
Naval. Air Facility • His thirty-minute flight was followed by others, and by
the and of the week, the helicopter had made another local test flight, an
atrial photo run, and a reconnaissance of the ice runway site.

A week and a half later, on 27 August at 1215 (local), Lieutenant Cornman-
der Robert L. Dale, USN, Officer in Charge of Detachment ALFA, took off fran
the old DEEP FREEZE III ski runway in an M. He and his crew, D. L. Foreman,
AD1 1 USN, and D. V. Ia1one, AT2, USN, were aloft for two hours, flying the
aircraft in the vicinity of the camp. After landing the same craft was taken
up again, this time piloted by Lieutenant (junior grade) James V1, Veeks, USN.

In the weeks that followed, other familiarization and reconnaissance
flights were made. By the time that the first planes had arrived from iey
Zealand, NAAF Marbe Point had been established, and the first soientific'par-
ties had been carried out to field locations.

"THE UNITED STATES IN THE ANTARCTIC, 1820-1960"
1

The U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer has published a 3-pap study, "The
United States in the Antarctic, 1820-1960". The publication, prepared by D'.
Henry M. Dater, staff historian, tells the story of United States aotivtie
in the Antarctic from the age of the sealers through post-International (?eo,.
physical Year activities, and gives an explanation of government organiza1ion
and policy for Antarctic affairs. Appendices include detailed statistics pz
Operation DEEP FREEZE, as well as maps of stations and traverse activity, .
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A DAY ON THE OVER-SNO7 TRAVERSE

by Albert P. Crary,'Chief Scientist,.
U. Antarctic Roserch Program, National Science Foundation

Description of the vast inland areas of Antarctica cannot adequately be
accomplished from a few scattered bases or by observers flying over the fea-
tureless snow and ice. This description is aocomplished by over-snow geophy-
sical traverses. These traverses, or treks, starting out from a base in
October and returning in January or February, ooveran average of 1200 miles
each for an Antarctic summer. The 5 to 8 personnel, limited generally to
scientists, use P or 3 of the tracked Snio-oat vehicles, 157lights to supply
fuel for the vehicles and to locate the best traveling routes are made, as
necessary, by the Navy's WK-6 ski-planes, the Ms.

Most of the many ice thickness, elevation, gravity, magnetic, meteoro-
logical, and seismic observations are made at stations c'ocupied on alternate
days, so that the routine is generally ' one of traveling a day, then working a
day. If the surface snow is rough the traveling days are long, as the ve-
hicles may be held down to a 2- or 3-mile per hour speed as stations are gen-
erally required about 30 miles apart for efficient exploration. On the other
hand, if the trail is smooth the vehicles can travel up to 6 miles per hour
and the new station may be reached in half a day.

The station day begins early for the cool: - either self-appointed or
designated the cook for the day. There are no night fires, as gasoline
must be conserved, so the task of thawing out the food and getting break-
fast started is not a relished one. About '7 o'clock all are assembled for a
breakfast of juice, cereal, and coffee, and by 8 are off to work at their
various tasks.

The glaciologists must dig a 10-foot pit and carefully trim down one
side for detailed photographs and examination of the snow for evidence of
annual layers. The seismologists must begin the deep hand-cored hole for
the seismic explosives. This hole, is very important - not only does it
efficiently house the sounding explosives, but it also enables the scien-
tist to determine temperature at a depth which turns out to be a good average
of the yearly surface temperatures. Also, from the cores, ice densities
are obtained for extension of the pit.s:Gudles. Since the delicate temper-
ature recording devices must remain several hours in the bottom of the
hole to reach the final value, very often part of this hole is dug the
previous evening.

At 8:00 a.m., sunshots are taken and, combined with the sunshots at
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12 noon and 4:00 p.m., give three lines of position for determining latitude
and longitude. Gravity and magnetic observations must also be made. Some
time around 1, o'clock a break is taken for lunch, a luxury not available on
traveling days, After lunch, the main projects get under way, the careful
detailed studies of the pit and the seismic operations. For the latter, in
the few seconds that the recordings are being made, all engines must be turned
off and personnel must halt their activities so as not to disturb the sensitive
instruments that are to pick tip the echoes from the bottom of the ice. If the
seismic studies are difficult, most of the afternoon may be required.

Dinner, as a rule, is at 7 o'clock and the heartiest meal of all, for
which the cook has put in extra time. If the outside ckities are not • corn-'
pleted by thela ., extra time may be needed aftet dinner. Otherwise, the
personnel may hang around the kitchen vehicle, since this is the one with
heat, or move to another vehicle for some chilly calculations. However,
with the gasoline supply limited, the best possibilities on cold evenings
are to continue with outside work, stay in the kitohen vehiole until the
cook, who must get up first, breaks up the session, or retirto the sleep-
ing bag. Gradually the latter becomes more attractive, espoially after
all fires have been extinguished, and usually by 10:00 p.m., another
traverse day has been completed.

•	NAVY ACCEPTS FIRST SIa-130

On 4 August 1960, Rear Admiral Benjamin E. Moore, USN, Commander Fleet
Air, Quonset Point, Rhode Island, accepted from the Georgia Division of the
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation the first of four C-130BL "Hercules" aircraft..
The aroraft were tbeii turned orer	Rear Admiral David M. Tyree, USN, who
assigned them to Air Develoxnent Squadzon SIX (v;_6), the air arm of Operation
DEEP FREEZE. ,.

Th'ee of the four aircraft, after testing and training of pilots, will be
integrated into the DEEP FREEZE operation and will enable the Navy to better
support cargo operations to the inland stations in Marie Byrd Land and at the
South Pole. Tho fourth 0-130 will be used in a ski-testing program

Ski-equipped C-130s were successfully operated in the kntaratic by the
Air Force during Operation DEEP FREEZE 60. A task unit of seven 1ande'I
otal of 406 tons at Pole and Byrd. Stations. The unit operated. in Antarctica

from 23 Tanuary to 7 February 1960. Operation ICEFLOVJ, as this initial use
of C-130s was called, made the first landings of four-engine cargo a.roraft
on the polar plateau. The unit was under trie command of Lieutenant Coii.el
tlilbert Turk, USAF,
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ICEBREAIRS, PAST AND PRESENT

: The existence of the north polar pack has been known to navigators since
the voyage of Pytheas in the 4th century B • C., and probably before. By the
time the Norwegian Others made his cruise around the North Cape and along the
coast to the eastward, and told Xing Alfred of his discoveries, late in the
ninth century A. D,, such voyages were apparently not unusual, though this was
the first to be recorded, Sealers, whalers, and fishermen from much of
coastal Europe seem to have been wandering over the northern Atlantic long be-
fore Columbus, and by the time the young FIorati. Nelson got into an argument
with a polar bear on a 1773 voyage to Spitzbergc, in a vessel strangely'
named Carcass, the outer edges of the Arctic pao: had become familiar to many
genera [onit seamen,

It was not until the 19th cCntury, however, that serious attempts were
made to penetrate frozen seas, The so far unsuccessful search for the North-
west Passage stimulated these attempts, for which stantard wooden sailing
vessels were now reinforced with outer sheathing and grêat17 strengthened
frames forward, and proved remarkably effective. Erebua and Terror, in which
Sir Tames Clark Ross penetrated into the Ross Sea in 1841, and which were
later lost with Franklin's expedition in the Canadian Arctic, were vessels of
this type.

Though such sailing vessels could with luck and good ice seamanship pene—,
trate long distances into the pack, they were not strictly icebreakers, being
limited to following leads, and waiting it out when the leads closed. 'The'";':
battering : prooess necessary for penetrating ice of any .thicknOs, with the con-.
stant reversals of ocure involved, requires mechanical pz'opti].s±on. Thus it
was not until the advent of steam that the prototypes of today's icebreakers
appeared. The first of r'these were conventional reinforced wooden. sailing ves—
sels equipped with auxiliary steam power, such as Scott's Disooverl. It was
not long before the. emphasis was shifted from sail to áteam,, sail being set
only to out down fuelconsumption on long sea passages. Some of tl)e greatest
Antarctic voyages were made in such vessels, and the a000unts of the Terra
Nova's transit of the Ross Sea pack, especially when Birdie Bowers had the con,
make it clear that the days of the ioebreaking ship had arrived.

These ships,. howeve, wo'e converted, not built fei the purpose. The
type persisted for many years, witness Byrd t s Bear, but meanwhile the first
vessels built from the keel up as ioebreakrs vpeared, At the end of the
19th century, several powerful ioebreakrrs were . bui],t in Great Britain for the
Imperial Russian Goverrment. Among these was the Erinak, the first seagoing
icebreaker of the modern type, completed in 1899 • She was made of steel, with
10,000 ton displacement, and her ,hrse, engines generated 10,000 horsepower.
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Meanwhile, Canada developed some smaller icebreakers to lengthen the
navigational season on the S-b. Lairence. Specially strengthened tugs and
ferries had been used in many countries to keep harbors and inland waters
clear of ice since the early days of steam, but here was another recognition
that lae,Vreaking could no longer be entrusted to conversions. The suoess Of
these Canadian vesels led to the deve1owent'oZothrS, both On the St. Law-
rence and in Northumberland. and C1t Straits, and later on the Great Lakes,
Among the latter, the train ferries used across Maokina,o"Strait were respon-
sible for an interesting innovation. Vhen these vessels t,aoked dcwn ii-bo the
ice, the propeller wash tended to clear ice away from the ship's sides,. and.
also to facilitate breaking by sucking the water out from under the ice ahead.
This led to the installation of a bow prçpellor on a number of. subsequent sea-
going Icebreakers, including Ermak and the earlier-U, S. Wind-Class vessels.
Bow propellers have been largely discredited today in seagoing breakers because
of their vulnerability to heavy sea ice, but are still useful in inland waters.

• Ermak set the style for seagoing toebreakers for many years.. The Ruian
Stalin class of1937-39 had nothing. new. The arov class of 1938-40 intro..-.
thiced three propellers aft, of which the center one applies 50 per cent of the
power, and this has remained the Russian practice, adopted in the most recent
Canadian construction.	 .	.

...'Although the Revenue Cutter Service began systematic Arctic cruising in
1880, the United States was slow in developing Icebreakers. It was not until
the threat to our northern defenses in World War II forced our, hand that our
.first icebreaker, STORIS, was built, and construction of the Vlind Class author-.
• ized • These Wind Class ships were a. remarkable achievement. In them, our
designers and builders, without previous experience in the type to draw on
except for the much smaller' STOPIS, produced a seagoing icebreaker which is
still, after eighteen years, bearing the brunt of our very large operations in
both polar regions, and which has been the model for all subsequent large ice-.
breaker construction here and abroad, until the very recent Soviet experimen-
tation with nuclear power. All-welded hulls were here used for the first time,
but the lines in cross section followed those of Hansen's famous Fram, as a
safeguard against the crushing effect of pressure in the pack. •Aother
adaptation from abroad were the heeling tanks from a Swedish 4eve1oent in
their Baltic Sea icebreakers, designed to produce, by a rapid shift,ng of
water ballast from side to side, a rocking motion to assist in freeing a ship
stuck fast in the ice. Propulsion is diese1 . eleotrio,wth six engines pro-.
ducing 10,000 horsepower. There are two shafts astern, and originally a bow
propeller was provided., but as mentioned earlier, this proved a liability in
sea ice and was removed. However, the step in the stem, put of which thim
foreward shaft was designed to turn, has proved an unexpected advantae, sxoe
when the vessel rides up on heavy ice, the step perves,the double purpose of
delivering a second blow and also helps prevent the bow , rom olithbing up too

far out of the water. The step was retained in G1CI:311' dóáin later, thouh

no bow propeller was ever contemplated for her.
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Three of the earliest of these ships were turned over to Russia during
the war as part of Lend-Lease. They were eventually returned, and we now
have seven Wind Class icebreakers, four Navy, and three Coast Guard. The
Canadian LABRADOR is very similar, with the addition of stabilizers, and the
Argentine SAN MARTIN is very similar as regards her hull, though with less
power.-

The only U. S. icebreaker to be built in postwar years is GLACIER, an
enlarged version of the Vithd ships, Displacing 8600 tons as opposed to their
6600, she has ten engines generating 21,000 horsepower. Though the addition-
al weight and strength enable her to break ice which stops her smaller sis-
ters, her added beam and length make her slightly less maneuverable. Until
the adv3nt of the nuclear-powered LENIN, she was the world's most powerful
icebreaker. LENIN is reported to have performed remarkably in the Arctic,
and it will be interesting to compare her .pabilities with those of conven-
tional icebreakers when and if she appears in Antarctica.

The press has recently reported delivery to the Soviet Union of two
diesel-electric icebreakers, rated at 22,000 shaft horsepower, and a maximum
displacement of 15 1 340 metric tons, which will make them the world's largest
and most powerful icebreakers, except for LENIN. They are reported to be in-
tended for use in the Northeast Passage.

NOTE: Much of this material was taken from a historical summary Of tcebreaker
developnent contained in a, paper "Application of Nuclear Power to Ioebreakers
by S. V1. Lank and 0. H, Oakley. This paper was one of several presented at
the 1959 Spring Meeting of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engi-
nears, Any one interested in the study of icebreakers is referred to these
papers, which are listed herewith:

1 "The Proportions and Form of Icebreakers, by L. 11. Ferris
2. "Design and Construction of icebreakers', by T. Gordon German
3. "Stability and Control of HI.'ICS LABRADOR", by Construction Captain

F. W. Matthews, RCN
4. "Application of Nuclear Power to Icebreakers' (to which is attached

a translation of a Russian paper, "The Atomic Icebreaker, LEUIN,
by A. P. Alexandrov,)

5 0 "Operation of Department of Transport Icebreakers in Canada," by
A. Watson

6 4 "Technical Aspects of Icebreaker Operation", by Rear Admiral E. H.
Thiele, USCG

The Society has a limited number of these papers for distribution at 50c
each to non-members. They are also included in the bound volume of the So-
ciety's Transactions, which may be had for $10.00 postpaid in the United
States, with a charge of l,OO for handling and postage to points elsewhere,
The Society's address is 74 Trinity Place, New York 6, New York.
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ANTARCTIC SUPPORT ACTIVITY TRAINING PROGRAA

While. M members of the Antarctic Support Activity were operating and
maintaining the four Antrotjo stations, replacements were being trained at
Davisville,. Rhode Island, for the coming season. Each man was thoroughly in
struoted in the use and care of the equipment which he would use in performing
his duties, All were acquainted with the Antarctic, Operation DEEP FRZE, and
the scientific program,

Although bome training courses were attended at locations as far away as
Pr1 Iarbor,'Hawajj, most of the program was conducted at the extensive .nava1
establimert surrounding DavIsville. Lectures covered "Antarctic Program Ob.
jeotilves" ( CDR T. Vt. Haskell, USN), "Concept of Operation DEEP FREEZE 6111(CAFT
J.- A. Ead, USN), "Ice Safety and Survival" (cAvr E • E • Hedblom, MO, USN), and
"Scientific

Activities, DEEP FREEZE 61" (Dr. T. 0. Jones, Antarctic Program
Director of the National Science Foundation).

The three medical ..offjoers who will be Officers in Charge at Pole, Byrd,
and Hallett Stations received instruction in naval justice, leadership, photog-
raphy, oommrtioations,. and supply. These courses and special indoctrination
in cold weather medicine and dentistry supplemented their previous training.

Each man received training in his specialty. Utilitymen and meoha.nio
were taught the principles of heaters, generators, and water distillation and
purification systems,as well as how to use and maintain this equipment. quip-
ment operators learned how to use cold weather vehicles - from Veasols to D-8
tractors. All of these jobs, as we].]. as welding, detholition, and fuel system
operations,-are important in the Antarctic operation, and each man must be
thoroughly acquainted, with his equipment and its operating oharacteiistics.

Radiomen and electronics technicians learned the procedure for eration
and repair of air navigation systems, radar, radio and related. equipmnt. Oper-
ations personnel were indoctrinated in the operation and handling of.ie. pump...
ing equipment, radar machinery and other aspects of these programs, '.Jhii
aerographers acquainted themselves with the features of Antarctica's
storekeepers and clerks were learning the proosdures for their complex
Ship's servicemen learned, among other things, hair-cutting and lauridrr
operation.

Last but not least, commissaryrnen - the most popular men at all
tions - were sent to the Navy 's Research and Development Ge.1le' and to '^.e
School of Applied Cookery, Here were learned the many tricks which will zr-
vide DEEP FREEZE 61 scientists and support personnel with daily fare, from
breakfasts to bazo&iets,
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U. S. ANTARCTIC RESEARCH PROGRAM ORIENTATION SESSION 1960

by Philip M. Smith,
U. S. Antarctic Research Program,

National Soinoe Foundation

Dr. Alan To Vt!aternian, Director, National Science Foundation, welcomed
scientists Participating in the 1960-61 U. S. Antarctic Rescaroh Program at the
opening session of the week long program, 12 through 17 September. In his we].-
come, Dr, Waterman nr'ted that the Antarctic program had both national and
international research significance and spoke of the excellent support given
thA scientific program by the U 5, Naval Support Force, Antarctica.

The remainder of the week's session was held at Sk-1and in the Shenandoah
National Park, Virginia, where scientists held discussions on the overall
scope of the program, the history of Antarctic exploration and research, and
the proposed projects within the individual research areas. In introducing
the speakers for the first session at the mountain lodge, Dr. T. 0. .Tones,
Antarctic Program Director, noted that the program had a three-fold purpose:
1) to allow everyone to become acquainted with his colleagues; 2) to give each
of the scientists an. introduction to other. research programs k].axined for
1960-61; and 3) to allow scientific parties to meet the station scientific
leaders and the officers in charge of Byrd, Hallett, 11clAurdo s, and Pole Stations,
and the U. S. senior representatives at Ellsworth and Wilkes Stations, where
cooperative programs are carried out with Argentina and Australia, respectively.

At the opening session, 1r 0 John Tuck, Jr., of the Scott Polar Research
Institute, addressed the group on the "History of Antarctio13xp1oration and
Mr, Georg3 H. Owen of the Antarctica Staff, Department of State, spoke on
"International Aspects ofAnta,rotjo Research. Dr. Albert P. Crary, the
Program's Chief Scientist, noted the progress of research since the beginning
of the International Geophysical Year when twelve countries initiated research
on the continent and sub-Antarctic islands,'

Tuesday's meetings were oriented around the biological research program,
and the discussions on Wednesday were deVoted to meteorology, oceanography,
exploration geophysics, geology, and aerial photography and mapping. The
work of the U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, was discussed by its Deputy
Ccmmander, Captain Edwin A. 1i1Donald, USN, on Thursdaye In the same session,
Captain John Cadwalader, USIIR, Chief of Staff, U. S. Antarotio Projects Offi-
cer, discussed "Navy Traditions and Customs", and Captain E. E. Hedblcm, MC,
USN, gave an illustrated lecture of "Cold Weather Safety and Medioine". The
discussions on Friday were devoted to geomagnetj, auroral and ionospheric
physics, whistlers, and cosmic ray studies,
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The program concluded Friday evening with a discussion by Dr. Harry C.
Kelly, Associate Director ZorEducatjo1 and international Activities, Nation-
al Science Foundation. Dr. Kelly described a number of the Foundation's other
activities in international science and in science educaticn. The film "Pene-
tration of the Bellingshausen' Sea was also shown at the evening ss3sion,

The Cnferenoe program:

Thn Thok, Jr., "History of Antarctic Exploration"
A. P. Crary, "Recent Progress in Antarctic. Research"
Dr. T. 0, Jones, "Third Year rf U. S. Antarctic Research Program"
George H. Owen, "International Aspects of Antarctic Research"9Q0 South
Dr. Carl R. Eklund, "Wilkes Station" (film and discussion)

Tuesda7

Dr, W, .3, L Sladen, "Historical Survey of Bielogloal and Medical
Research"

	

•	
. 1r, Donald E. Wobisohiag, "Biological Research Opportunities"

Adelie Penguins o'Antarctica'
John H. Dearborn, JOhn S. Pirse, Jaoiz Littlepage, Donald S. Douglas,	•	•	

Karl C. Hamner, George H. Meyer, Donald S. Vlolsohlag, V1. Stanley
wilson, Rufus H. Thpson, . Robin Leech, "Individual Accounts of
ilogioal Research Objectives in 1960-61"

Pr, V. 3. L. Sladen, 'USARP Bird. Banding Program"
Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, "Wildlife Conservation"
,Operation DEEP

Wadne'süay

Dr. Harry Waxier, "Antarctic iAeterology and the Heat-Water Budget
Dr. Charles W. U. S'ith&nbank, "Glaciology"
Dr. Edward C. Thiel, "Research Methods of Traverse Geophysicist"
Dr. Charles R. Bentley, "Antarctic Traverse tisooveries".
Dr, Samuel B. Troves, "Geology"
A, P. Crary and John T. Crowell, "Oceanogre,ohy"
Walter Seelig, "Aerial .Photography and iiappin'
Secrets of the Ice
South
The Grossing of Antarctioa
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Thursday

	

•	CaptaindwinA, .icDonald, USN, "The U. S. Naval Support Force,
Azita6tica"

Captain John Cadwaladr, USNR, "Navy Traditions and Custcrs"
Captain E. E. Eedblom, MC, USN, "Cold V!eather Safety and Medicine"
Roland D. Paine, ' pub1io Information Program of the National Science

Foundation"
William 11, Smith, "Antarctic Scientific Personnel Project'
P. Mo Smith and G. R. Toney, "Questions and Answers Period"
Rbert C. Faylor, "1960 USARP Clothing Issue'

	

•	
Di. Paul A. Siple, 'Life at the South Pole (film and discussiot)

Friday

Sidney Ostrow, "The Ionosphere;'
Joel B. Campbell, "Geomegnetism"
Magnetic Force
Dr, Norman B, Oliver, "Aurora"
The naming Skies
Dr. Martin A Pomerantz, "Cosmic flays"

• ICeith Marks, "Whistlers"
Penetration of the Bellingshausen Sea

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTRACTED

On 10 August the Atomic Energy Ccnimission selected the proposal of the
Martin Company of Baltimore, Maryland, to supply a packaged nuclear power
plant for the Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sound.

The I.artin Company has begun development of a 1500 electric kilowatt re-
actor, and will fabricate, assemble, and test operate the plant at MoMurdo
Sound. The reactor under construction is of the pressurized water type,
moderated and cooled with light water. It will be assembled at the factory
in packages and shipped to the site for erection.

The plant, designed and operated so that no radioactive waste will be
deposited in the Antarctic, will be tested and ready for shipment by 1 November
1961. It will be put into operation at a site presently being prepared by
early 1962.

STAFF NOTES

WO Gerald Pagano, USA, was detached from this staff and reported to the
Commander, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, in August 1960.
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196]. SCIENTIFIC PRCGRA:J

Since publication of the September issue of the, Bulletin, additional
programs have been scheduled for DEEP FREEZE 61. The following programs and
their principal investigators are listed by scientific discipline. The agen.-
eisa and institutions and the amount of the grants appear in the article
"National Science Foundation Grants" which follows,

GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPIIY

The Antarctic Mapping Operations, Fiscal Year 1960-61, of the U. S.Geo-
logioa,1 Survey will establish ground oQntrol in six areas in the Antarctic and
compile topographic maps in the United States. The program is under the di.
rection of Thomas B. Nolan.

(In the September issue, on page 18, under the section, "Geodesy
.nd Cartography" of the article 111961 Scientific Program, it was
stated that "Mr. William Brjesemejster ... has received a grant for
preparation of a new map of Antarctica."' Ilr...Briesemeistór, the
"principal investigator : in this program, WaS not the recipient of
the grant, but will be working under the grant awarded to the Amer-
ican Gegraphical Society (see "National Science Foundation Grants,
page 21 of the same issue), Mr. Briesemeister is the Senior Car-
tographer of the Society.)

GEOLOGY

Programs of study in geology include not only studies of aereal geology,
structure, and stratigraphy, but also investigations in glacial geology, gee-
morphology, geochemistry, and mineralogy. The programs and their principal
investigators:

Investigation of Methods and ConditionS
of Mineral Exploration and Evaluation
of Mineral Potential in Isolated Areas
Such as Antarctica,

Bedrock Geology and Geomorphology of the
Sentinel MuntairL Area, Uest Antarctica

Systematic Areal Mapping, Geologic Re-
connaissance and Related Geologic Studies
in Western Antarctica

I. Florlick Mountains Project
II. Thurston Peninsula Traverse Project
III. Walgreen Project

E. H. 'Pebrson

T. ')empbell Craddock

Thomas B. ic1ex
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Geologic Investigations in the KOettlitz
	

R. W. Balhaxn
Glacier Area

GLACIOLOGY

Th6 Snru, Ioe and Prmafrost Rosaroh istablishuont viii ra2:e studies on
the deep.-drill h019 at Dyrd and the deep shaft at Iôlo. This prorexa "Uorl:
in Antarctica, 196061 Season," is under the direction of James A. Bender.
In cooperation with the SIPRE Program, a study is to be made, 'fla,rdening and
Strength Studies 'f Disaggregated Snow at Very Low Temperatures", to be con-
ducted ,by the Arctic Institute of North America under Robert C. Pyior.

AETEOROLCGY

At NAF Mc::urd.o Sound, 3ohn A. Brown of the U. S. Army Ballistic Research
Laboratories will conduct a 3tudy of the Vertical Profile of Water Vapor in
the Antarctic,"

OCEANOGRAPHY

A U. S. Navy Hydrographic Offioa program, "Ship-Based Oceanographic
Studies in Antarctica and Sub-Antarctic Regions", will be conducted aboard
the IJSS STATEN ISLAND and 1333 GLACIER under the direction of Murray H. Schafer.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRANTS

The following is a list of additional grantees for the 1961 Antarctic
research prcgrezn, listing the additional agenoies and institutions to which
grants have been made. (The initial list appeared on page 21 of Bulletin
11-1, September 1960; ca geodesy and cartography;	- geology, go- glaoiol-
'gy; nit - meteorology; oo - oceanography).

Arctic Institute of North America; ge-1
(AINA's five grants and one contract total
$604,249)

Army Ballistic Reseár' Laboratories; mt-i
Bureau of Mines; gi-].
Navy ydrographio Ofioe; oc-].
Sn?w Ice Permafrost Research Lstabiishment, go-1
U. .Geo1ogioal Survey; oa.-1, gl-3
University of Minnesota; gl-1
Victoria University of VJellington; gl-1

$ 4,920

8,500
11,210
94,616
8?OO

373,068
85,080
4,819

This total of $590,413 makes the total grants awarded to date $3,765,509.
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AIARCTIC CHRONOLOGY 1960-61

(rates used in this chronology are based on Greenwich Mean (ZULU) Time)

29 June

7 ui

27 July

28 July

4 August

9 August

10 August

16 August

29 August

33 Port Lincoln departed Davisville, Rhode Island, for Christ-
church (arrived 27 August),

The President of the United. States signed the Antarctic Medal Bill.

First flight of personnel and cargo departed Quonset Point, Rhode
Island, for Christchurch.

53 Port Brisbane departed Davisville for Christchurch (arrived
25 September).

Navy accepted O-130BL aircraft.

loestrip runway construction begun.

U. S. Senate gave advice and consent to ratification of Antarctic
Treaty,

First NAP MoMurdo Sound aircraft flight of DEEP FREEZE 61.

NA.AF Marble Point activated; T. H. Debord., E01, USN, in charge.

4 September 33 Pioneer Gem departed Davisville for Christchurch (arrived
8 October).

9 September USS 1JILHOITE (DER-397) changed operational control to Task Force
43 and departed Pearl Harbor (09010oz) for Dunedin (arrived 22
September),

10 September Rear Admiral D. II. Tyree, USN, departed Washington for Christ-
church (arrived 15 September).

12 September 1960 orientation session of the U. S. Antarctic Research Program
convened at Skyland, Virginia.

16 Septemb3r Ccwmander, Naval Support Force, Antarctica, shifted flag and
administrative office to Advance Headquarters, Christohurch,

18 September First Navy 0-130BL departed Quonset Point for Cbristohuroh
(arrived. 21 September); Detachments AirDevRon SIX (v7L_6) at
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Quonset Point and Christchurch activated.

23 September Sunrise at Amundsen.-Soott South Pole Station (23010OZ).

26 September VILHOITE departed Dunedin (262000Z) for Ocean Staticn (arrived
on Station, 29 September (291800Z) after stop at Campbell Island),

3 October RIV departed Christchurch (031055Z) and arrived at MOMLirdo (031954z)
with Rear Admiral Tyree and staff; flight delayed to this date
frcm 30 September by poor weather and storm conditions at
MoMurdo. TF43 broke flag at NA]? McMurdo and flight operations
began; USAF 0-124 and Navy P2V-7 followed.

SHIP OPERATIONS

(See Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 1, page 3ff.)

The following changes have been made in the schedules for ship operations:

USS STATEN ISLAND (AGB-5) now departs San Diego on 24 October; will
arrive Portland, Australia, on 18 November.

USCGC EASTWIND (UAGB-279) will arrive at Panama, Canal Zone, on 1
November, departing the next day.

USS GLACIER (AGB-4) will depart Boston on 13 October; stop at Earle,
New Jersey, from 14 to 17 October; and arrive at Port Lyttelton, New
Zealand, on 26 November.

USNS AIATNA (TAOG-81), revised schedule as follows:

Norfolk, Virginia
Aruba
Panama, Canal Zone
Port Lyttelton, II. Z.
NAF, MoMurdo Sound
Port Lyttelton
NAI" McMurdo Sound
Port Lyttelton
NAF McMurdo Sound
Port Lrtte1ton

24 November
2 December
5 December

28 December
9 January

20 January
31 January
10 February
21 February
3 March

26 November
3 December
6 December
2 January

13 January
24 January

3 February
14 February
24 February
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